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Terry L. Hoist
Chief, Applied Computational Fluids Branch
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
ABSTRACT
The Computatienal Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Program at NASA Ames Research Center is
reviewed and discussed. The presentation is broken into several sections as follows: First, the
technical emements of the CFD Program are generally listed and briefly discussed. These
elements include algorithm research, research and pilot code development, scientific
visualization, advanced surface representation, volume grid generation, and numerical
optimization. Next, the discipline of CFD is briefly discussed and related to other areas of
research at NASA Ames including Experimental Fluid Dynamics, Computer Science Research,
Computational Chemistry, and Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation. These areas combine with
CFD to form a larger area of research, which might collectively be called computational
technology. The ultimate goal of computational technology research at NASA Ames is to
increase the physical understanding of the world in which we live, solve problems of national
importance, and increase the technical capabilities of the aerospace community.
Next, the major programs at NASA Ames that either use CFD technology or perform research
in CFD are listed and discussed. Briefly, this list includes turbulent/transition physics and
modeling, high-speed real gas flows, interdisciplinary research, mrbomachinery demonstration
computations, complete aircraft aerodynamics, rotorcraft applications, powered lift flows, high
alpha flows, multiple body aerodynamics, and incompressible flow applications. Some of the
individual problems actively being worked in each of these areas is listed to help define the
breadth or extent of CFD involvment in each of these major programs.
State-of-the-art examples of various CFD applications are presented to highlight most of these
areas. The main emphasis of this portion of the presentation is on examples which will not
otherwise be treated at this conference by the individual presentations. Thus, a good survey of
CFD applications research at NASA Ames can be obtained by looking at this presentation in
conjunction with the individual NASA Ames presentations made at this conference.
Finally, this overview is concluded with a list of principal current limitations and expected
future directions. Some of the future directions include algorithm research, turbulence/transition
research, multidisciplinary research, graphics and workstation research and applications which
will address more realistic simulations in the engineering world.
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